ZC100/ZC300 Series QuikCard ID Solution

Everything you need to print professional quality cards

Set up your card printing system and begin producing photo IDs in minutes with the Zebra QuikCard ID Solution—no software expertise necessary. It includes everything you need to quickly and cost-effectively make professional-quality identification, security and commerce-related cards.

Easy and Complete Solution

This easy-to-use, end-to-end solution makes it simple for any size organization to produce high-quality professional ID badges. Everything you need to start printing on day one is included in this feature and value-packed kit:

- The full color card printer of your choice: the ZC100 single-sided printer, or the ZC300 single-sided or dual-sided printer
- Zebra CardStudio™ 2.0 Standard Edition software with integrated internal DataBase and example project and card designs for fast custom creation of a variety of card types
- The ability to create, update and securely deliver Digital IDs in addition to printed cards
- A genuine Zebra supplies starter kit (one full color ribbon, 200 PVC cards)
- Three-year limited warranty

QuikCard is ideal for:

- Loyalty cards
- ID cards
- Access control cards
- Club and association cards
- School and library cards
- Visitor badges
What’s In the Box²

**ZC100/ZC300 Card Printers**

**Engineered for simplicity**
No time-consuming setup with foolproof ribbon installation and instant, automatic card thickness adjustments.

**Revolutionary hopper and manual feed design**
The completely re-designed input and output hoppers and lightpiped manual card feeder make it easier than ever to load and remove one or one hundred cards.

**Fits everywhere design**
Minimal footprint, slimmest profile and lowest clearance in this printer class; designed to fit in a wide range of places from customer facing areas to tight spaces under counters or shelves.

**Interact in 10 languages**
The LCD³ supports English, Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese (Brazilian), German, Polish, Russian, Simplified Chinese, and Arabic.

**Advanced security**
Advanced security is possible with printer-to-host authentication, preventing printing from unauthorized applications or devices. AES data encryption protects sensitive data during printing with government-grade encryption.

**LCD display³**
The multi-language and graphical LCD allows any user to easily understand how to perform virtually any function, from loading media to clearing a jam.
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**CardStudio™ 2.0 Software**

Bringing a new level of simplicity to card design and issuance
Easily print any design—from simple to sophisticated, single or double sided, color or monochrome, special effects, magnetic stripe encoding and more.

Features include:
- Highly intuitive interface—no technical expertise or training required
- Sample card designs provide a head start for your designs, eliminating the stress of starting with a blank slate
- Design Element Properties allow you to easily add static and dynamic data
- Live card preview to simplify design testing
- Integrate virtually any type of data—including the ability to import Excel spreadsheet data
- Dynamic data integration—ideal for signatures and photos
- Add Digital capabilities including Digital IDs and Status Check for a Smart Badge solution¹
- Securely deliver Digital IDs and push credential data updates via the Zebra Digital ID mobile app
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**Zebra Certified Supplies**

Exceptionally consistent and consistently exceptional
Included supplies are rigorously tested to ensure peak printer performance:
- 30 mil PVC cards (Quantity 200 cards)
- YMCKO ribbon for ZC100/ZC300 single side printers (Quantity: 1 ribbon)
- YMCKOK for ZC300 dual side printers (Quantity: 1 ribbon)

---

1. Credits for Digital IDs and Status Check features can be purchased through the online store in the CardStudio 2.0 software.
2. The QuikCard bundle may also include an HD Webcam in North America. Please confirm with your account manager.
3. LCD is available only on the ZC300 Series printers. ZC100 printers contain intuitive icons for printer status.

For more information, visit [www.zebra.com/quikcard](http://www.zebra.com/quikcard)